
SPECIALS: UNSCRIPTED LESSON PLAN TEMPLATE 

Grade

: 

Kindergarten  Title: L1: “Following Directions” with Freeze 

Dance. 

 

L2: “Following Directions” with Freeze 

Dance. 

Number of 

Days: 

2 

 

MAIN GOALS AND OUTCOMES OF THE ACTIVITY/PROJECT 
What skills or content 

will scholars learn? 

What will they 

produce, play or 

perform?  

What does a 

completed exemplar 

look like if applicable? 

 
Day 1 SWBAT: 
 
-Learn and perform the “Freeze Dance” while following directions.  
-Differentiate personal and general space. 
 
Day 2 SWBAT: 
 
-Learn and perform the “Freeze Dance” while following directions.  
-Able to demonstrate running/jogging in place.  
 
 
Behavioral Expectations: 
 
-Following directions the first time. 
-Fully participate in the warm-up. 
-Activate listening ears. 
-Tracking the teacher. 
  

KEY TERMS DEFINED 
What concepts, skills 

and/or vocabulary will 

scholars learn? 

 
Day 1:  
 
Personal Space – The immediate area around us that no one should be in. 
General Space – The surrounding area of our environment. 
Focus – Paying attention and staying on task. 
Warm-Up – A movement sequence we do to prepare our bodies for more movement.  
Freeze – Stopping a movement. 
Dance – Moving with joy and expression. 
Music – The sound/s of what we move to.  
 
Day 2:  
 
Running/Jogging in Place—A repetitive movement that repeats in a personal space.  
Focus – Paying attention and staying on task. 
Warm-Up – A movement sequence we do to prepare our bodies for more movement.  
Freeze – Stopping a movement. 
Dance – Moving with joy and expression. 
Music – The sound/s of what we move to.  
 



 
MATERIALS REQUIRED 

(Equipment, visuals, 

instruments, art 

materials, technology, 

handouts/worksheets, 

etc.) 

Scholars:  
Movement area/Fitness spot 
Water bottle 
Comfortable clothes 
Sneakers/Bare feet 
Hula Hoops 
 
Teacher: Music speakers/Laptop (teacher’s choice) 
Suggested Music List: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I1gMUbEAUFw 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=riicsTE2TzQ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pS3hxXQwC4Q 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6LIkX0U6f5k 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U9Zj1BaH01c&list=PLF99-lxSbrkY3PuqaXaS-
jAVP1qYfYEEy&index=8 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PtFrmSuBXtE 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gZm0PAl97b0 
 
 

POTENTIAL MISCONCEPTIONS OR AREAS OF CONFUSION 

 
What skills or steps 

might scholars 

struggle with?  

 

What will be 

important for teachers 

to emphasize and 

clarify to prevent 

confusion?  

 

What procedures 

would be helpful to 

create to support 

scholar success? 

 

 

Day 1:  
 
Scholars may accidentally move during a “Freeze”. Teachers can emphasize the 
immediacy of every freeze through their tone of voice.  
 
Not following directions the first time.  Teachers can remind the scholars our 
expectations, or repeat the rules of the activities. 
 
Scholars may struggle with knowing Personal vs. General space. Teachers can model the 
difference between the two spaces, or use mnemonic device.  
 
Making sure scholars have enough space to move around. Teachers can scan the 
room/screens to check for enough spacing, and instruct scholars to clear out space at 
the beginning of class.  
 
Day 2:  
 
Scholars may accidentally move during a “Freeze”. Teachers can emphasize the 
immediacy of every freeze through their tone of voice.  
 
Not following directions the first time.  Teachers can remind the scholars our 
expectations, or repeat the rules of the activities. 
 
Scholars might mix up running vs. jogging. One thing teachers can do is jogging is a slow 
run, and reference the different moves with animals. Run is a cheetah, jog is a dog. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I1gMUbEAUFw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=riicsTE2TzQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pS3hxXQwC4Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6LIkX0U6f5k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U9Zj1BaH01c&list=PLF99-lxSbrkY3PuqaXaS-jAVP1qYfYEEy&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U9Zj1BaH01c&list=PLF99-lxSbrkY3PuqaXaS-jAVP1qYfYEEy&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PtFrmSuBXtE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gZm0PAl97b0


 
Making sure scholars have enough space to move around. Teachers can scan the 
room/screens to check for enough spacing, and instruct scholars to clear out space at 
the beginning of class.  
 
 

DIRECTIONS 

 
What are the steps of 

the activity or project? 

How does it start? 

What happens in the 

middle? The end? 

Provide images for 

each step if 

possible/applicable. 

 

 

DAY 1: Following Directions, with an emphasis on “Space” 

 

Opening: (5 min) 
 

Expectations: 
 

-Students will sit in scholar-ready, eyes tracking camera, muted, cameras must remain 
“on” for the entire duration of class.  
-Students will participate 100%. 
-Students will show respect for his or her community. 
-Students will keep their bodies to themselves. 
  
Bonus Points:  
 

*Showing Grit 

*Being Spotlighted/Receives Shout-Out 

*Demonstrate Scholarship 

 

Warm-Up Exercise (5 minutes): (teacher’s choice) 
 

Do Now 1 (2 minutes): Scholars will share out a favorite sport (get to know you question) 

 

Do Now 2 (5 minutes): Simon says: Teacher will say a movement and if the teacher says 
Simon says the scholar will perform that movement. If the teacher does not say Simon 
says the scholar will not perform the movement.   
 

Teacher’s movement reference:  
 

Move around the room 

Move in place. 
Do a twirl 
Touch your toes 

Smile big 

Shake your hips 

Touch your nose 

Snap your fingers 

Reach the sky  
Kiss your brain 

Wave your hand 

etc. 
  
 
 



Teaching New Material:  
Step 1: Teachers will define Personal Space (using the hula hoops to measure personal 
space) 
Step 2: Try it out with students 

Step 3: Teachers will demonstrate General Space by walking around the room 

Step 4: Students will try it out under the teacher’s directions. 
 

Main Activity: “Freeze Dance”:  
 

1. Teacher explains Freeze Dance rules: 
a. First few rounds—Create an invisible Box for yourself to dance in your 

personal space 

b. Second few rounds-- Step outside of your box to dance in the general space 

 

 

2. Teacher will play music and the scholars will dance! When the music stops the 
scholars will freeze.  
 

              

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

DAY 2: Following Directions, with an emphasis on “Running/Jogging in Place” 
 

Opening: (5 min.) 
 

Expectations: 
 

-Students will sit in scholar-ready, eyes tracking camera, muted, cameras must remain 
“on” for the entire duration of class.  
-Students will participate 100%. 
-Students will show respect for his or her community. 
-Students will keep their bodies to themselves. 
  
Bonus Points:  
 

*Showing Grit 

*Being Spotlighted/Receives Shout-Out 

*Demonstrate Scholarship 

 

Warm-Up Exercise (5 minutes): (teacher’s choice) 



 

Do Now 1 (2 minutes): What is your favorite movement in fitness? (run, hop, jump etc.) 

 

Do Now 2 (5 minutes): Simon says: Teacher will say a movement and if the teacher says 
Simon says the scholar will perform that movement. If the teacher does not say Simon 
says the scholar will not perform the movement.   
 

Teacher’s movement reference:  
 

Do a twirl 
Touch your toes 

Smile big 

Shake your hips 

Touch your nose 

Snap your fingers 

Reach the sky  
Kiss your brain 

Wave your hand 

etc. 
  
Teaching New Material: (10 min.)  
 

Step 1: Teachers will define running in place (making a bubble space/running in a box)  
Step 2: Try it out with students 

Step 3: Teachers will demonstrate jogging in place (slower than running in place)  
Step 4: Students will try it out 

 

Main Activity: “Freeze Dance”: (15 min.) 
 

 

1. Teacher explains Freeze Dance rules: 
a. First three rounds-- Dance using running/jogging in place!  
b. Extra rounds – Free Style! Play around/review general vs. personal 

space. Using any movement. 
 

2. Teacher will play music and the scholars will dance! When the music stops 
the scholars will freeze.  

    

 
 

 

 
 

EXTENSION, APPLICATION OR CLOSING  



 
How will the activity 

or project conclude?  

 

How can scholars to 

share, celebrate 

and/or reflect on what 

they made or did?  

 

What can scholars do 

if they finish early or 

if there is extra time at 

the end? 

 

 

Closing Thoughts: (5 min) 
 

• Taking three mindful breaths with the scholars.  
• Scholars will be seated in scholarly ready position.  
• Cool down stretch   

     

• What is personal space? What is general space? Why is personal space so 
important? (Check for understanding qs) 

 

• Who can demonstrate a jog in place? Who can demonstrate a run in place? 

 

 

 


